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The SOURCE Partnership
BlackBark manage woodlands in Calderdale and use
the brash to make fascines for erosion control.
keith@blackbark.co.uk t:07733 784795

Pennine Prospects run the South Pennines local
Nature Partnership and organise the annual walking festival.
www.pennineprospects.org.uk

Calder and Colne Rivers Trust focus on water
quality and the river habitat, and carry out monitoring.
judith.milner@calderandcolneriverstrust.org t:07906 023165

Treesponsibility / White Rose Forest plant
thousands of trees p.a. with hundreds of volunteers, including
local schools. treesponsibility@yahoo.co.uk t:07847 815926

Calderdale Council have been delivering the DEFRA
Flood Resilience Pathfinder project in Calderdale. CMBC’s
Conservation Officer oversees site planning

The Upper Calderdale Wildlife Group carry
out ecological surveys of all proposed tree-planting sites in the
Calder headwaters. stella.peterson@hotmail.co.uk

Calder Future carries out riverside stewardship and
organises river clean up days. gavin@calderfuture.org.uk
t: 07772 318566
The Environment Agency provide funding,
technical advice and oversight of the SOURCE programme.
Hebden Bridge Flood Action Group involve
local people in flood risk planning, and is a valued new
member of the partnership. hebden@cvcsg.org
t:07580 168254
Moors for the Future / MoorLIFE undertake
moorland restoration throughout the South Pennines, including
the Calder headwaters. www.moorsforthefuture.org.uk
t: 01629 816 200

River and Land Stewardship in the Calder Headwaters
We aim to:

Minimize flash flooding through appropriately-sited tree planting
and moorland restoration



Treat damaged land and control erosion



Slow storm water run-off through small-scale landscape
interventions.



Improve the water quality of the River Calder



Undertake educational activities and encourage volunteering so
that people of all ages and from all walks of life become aware of
the value of our rivers and uplands.

This booklet has been funded by DEFRA as part of the Flood
Resilience Pathfinder programme set up after the 2012 floods.
SOURCE partners were asked to contribute to the uplands strand:Can natural flood management (NFM) reduce the flood risk to the
Upper Calder Valley?

The Calder Headwaters

We believe that the answer is yes. In a flood inches can count, and
reducing flood peaks by 5-10% would have a significant impact.
One SOURCE partner, Moors for the Future, has been involved with
the Making Space for Water research programme with very promising
results (see overleaf), and Calderdale Council has also commissioned
a study of the Colden catchment showing how sphagnum introduction
could "slow the flow". DEFRA funding has enabled a practical
workshop in small scale NFM interventions, and has allowed us to
draw up detailed plans for some areas which we hope to implement
in the coming year.

Making Space for Water:Before

After

The Moors for the Future Partnership has been conducting
moorland restoration at sites across the South Pennines since
2010, as part of their Making Space for Water initiative.
Scientific monitoring is an integral part of their project, in
collaboration with the University of Manchester, and the
results of their 5 year research programme were presented at
a conference in Halifax in early 2015.

Control Catchment

Revegetated and Blocked

Revegetated

The work involved stabilisation of bare peat by applying
locally sourced shredded heather then applying grass seed
and lime. The grass is intended as a “nurse” crop, stabilising
the soil while more typical blanket bog species become
established. Erosion gullies were also blocked using timber
and stone dams. These dams trap the eroding peat, keeping
it on the moors, and slow water velocity down the gullies.
Revegetation and blocking erosion gullies in blanket bog in
headwater catchments (1 hectare) reduced peak flows by
20% and increased lag times (the time between peak rainfall
and peak storm flow) by 20 minutes. Modelling these
impacts at a larger catchment scale (9 km²) suggests flood
peak of severe storms could be reduced by up to 8%.

MoorLIFE Restoration Monitoring Results
Moors for the Future Partnership, in their MoorLIFE project, have been monitoring the
effectiveness of their work to inform understanding of the stabilisation of bare peat and its
transition from a nurse crop vegetation towards a more typical blanket bog vegetation
community. Nearly 300, 2x2m fixed quadrats have been set up (with some on reference
bare peat and 'intact' sites to help inform long-term changes and recovery of vital
Sphagnum mosses). The graph below shows the significant increase in indicator species
two years after nurse crop seeding.
Sphagnum mosses are the most effective plants in terms of reducing moorland surface
water run-off speeds. The University of Leeds found these rates to be 3 times slower than
over bare peat, and 2.5 times slower than through heather. Sphagnum reintroduction is
being carried out in MoorLIFE using propagated Sphagnum in the form of beads, 'slime'
and plug plants, as well as translocation of sphagnum from donor sites.
Proportion of quadrats containing at least 4 indicator species

Years post -seeding

The Colden Catchment
Colden Water is a 5.7 km² headwater tributary in the Upper Calder, dominated by
blanket peat, and its catchment was used as a small-scale pilot area for research
to evaluate upland land-cover change impacts on flood risk.
The study was conducted by Jihui Gao, Mike Kirkby and Joseph Holden from
water@leeds, at the School of Geography, University of Leeds. Re-vegetation
scenario modelling work was conducted under a series of rainfall events.

The study concluded that

Bare peat areas in the Colden Water catchment.



Establishing 10% of Sphagnum moss cover in the catchment could
reduce flood peaks by 5.1 % to 7.4% during a 20 mm / hr rainfall
event, with the most cost-effective approach being to concentrate
on buffer areas next to moorland streams (see above).



In very extreme storm events (40 and 60 mm in an hour),
sphagnum establishment in these riparian buffer areas would result
in a delay to the flow peak, but sphagnum establishment in other
gentle slope areas of the catchment, would be required to reduce
the river flow peak.



Bare peat covers 12.5 % of the headwater area of Colden Water,
and re-vegetation by both cotton grass and Sphagnum moss could
reduce peak flow and delay the flow peak (with Sphagnum having
a greater effect). This intervention could reduce the flood peak by
5.4% for a 20 mm / hr rainfall event.

These encouraging results led us towards more detailed
planning. This is initially being focussed on Lead Mine Clough,
a small sub-catchment of Colden Water, which runs into the
River Calder just upstream of Hebden Bridge. The catchment
drains approximately 1km² of moorland designated by Natural
England as being in an 'unfavourable' condition because of the
lack of typical moorland vegetation (partly due to historical
management practices and partly to a large wildfire in 2010).
It was also the site of a 19th and early 20th Century lead mine,
and still bears the scars of significant mining activities.

The moorland is approaching 475 metres above sea level at its
highest point, and has been artificially drained at a number of
locations. The clough itself is steep-sided with a number of
small stream tributaries that could be actively managed for the
reduction of peak flows coming off the catchment.
Management interventions such as drain blocking, bare peat
restoration and installation of 'leaky' dams would all contribute
to slowing and dispersing rainfall landing in the catchment, and
thus reduce the flood risk downstream.

The Lumbutts Catchment
fed Lee Dam was drained by United Utilities. The remaining
reservoir, Gaddings Dam, is a popular walking destination now
managed by the Friends of Gaddings Dam. Spring water from
the common supplies the houses at Croft Carr.

The results of the Water@Leeds Colden study were presented at
a Town Hall event last September, and one of the attendees had
turned up because she was concerned about flooding at Croft
Carr, near Lumbutts, Todmorden (see picture). She asked us if
we could come and have a look, and that gave us the idea of
doing a walkover of Langfield Common as one of the DEFRA
community learning events. Having a local contact person was
invaluable in getting residents and commoners together, and a
range of people were invited to make it a really useful day. As
well as SOURCE partners, we had representatives from
Water@Leeds and Rural Futures (who administer the Higher
Level Stewardship on behalf of the commoners) and advice was
also sought from the RSPB.
The Lumbutts catchment is 4.1 square kilometres, with Langfield
Common making up a significant proportion. Historically the
drainage of the area was organised to ensure a good flow of
water to power Lumb Mill, and a field drain channels water
across Lee Farm to Lee Dam. There were once two reservoirs at
the top of the catchment but in the 1980's the reservoir which

The area is a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and it is
particularly important for twite which have arguably the most
restricted breeding distribution of any bird in England (the entire
English population is only in the order of a hundred pairs).
These small brown birds prefer to nest on sloping ground on
moorlands, and Langfield Common is ideal because of its
habitat mosaic which includes patches of heather and bracken.
(Bracken has a high lignin content so does not rot down so a
layer of litter builds up below bracken beds providing excellent
cover for them to build their nests). They feed almost entirely on
seeds which they gather from meadows and pasture on the
moorland edge, usually within 2.5km of the nest. Other
declining bird species in the area include Lapwings, nesting
waders (Dunlin, Golden Plover, Curlew and Snipe), raptors
(Merlin, Peregrine Falcons and Kestrels), and Ring Ouzels – the
moorland blackbird – which
like to feed on worms and
leatherjackets in grazed
pastures on the moorland
edge, and late summer
berries such as Bilberry,
Rowan and Hawthorn.
Twite

The area is also significant for common toads, which, in spite of their name, are a
national priority species.
Following the walkover, we commissioned a site survey by Environmental Geology &
Geotechnical Consultants Ltd to give us detailed advice on a number of small-scale
interventions in the catchment that could address the issues of concern - footpath erosion,
local flooding, landslips and loss of peat at the top of the common.
The results of the survey were encouraging and the potential for a number of small-scale
management interventions have been mapped out and detailed for further consideration:

Installation/repair of stone 'turnbys' for reducing surface water flow along footpaths;



Installation of 'fascines' on eroding slopes (see below);



Limited shrub and tree planting to control erosion, stabilise banks and land slippages.
Trees and shrubs hold soil in place mechanically (by the development of root structure)
and also by the uptake of water from slipping soils. Further consultation with the RSPB
and Natural England would be required because of the sensitive nature of the site.

Fascines are bundles of
brash wood which can be
affixed to eroding slopes
with stakes to allow the
establishment of vegetation

Woodlands
Below the moorland areas and the surrounding “in bye” land, Environment Agency and Forestry Commission mapping has indicated
that there is considerable scope for new “natural flood management” (NFM) woodland planting in the Calder Headwaters area,
subject of course to the normal ecological checks and consultations.
Trees mitigate flooding in several ways. Their roots stabilise hillsides at risk of landslips, and by lowering the water table they enhance
the soil's water storage capacity during heavy rainfall events. Meanwhile their canopy provides “interception” - not all the rainfall
which hits the leaves will reach the ground.
The picture below shows Treesponsibility volunteers at a New Year's planting in the Colden valley. The group is part of Trees for
Yorkshire and it has been active in the Calder Valley for 17 years. Its work is enabled by local landowners who offer planting sites.

Living Willow Installations
DEFRA community pathfinder funding has helped
treesponsibility to go beyond just tree-planting and
integrate other small-scale NFM interventions into
their site designs. In December this paid for a
Workshop on Living Willow for Flood Mitigation at
Upper Strines Farm (also in the Colden valley).

Tree Planting

A wooden leaky dam was constructed to deflect
stormwater in the main channel. This had to be very
robust because in heavy weather water can flow off
the tops with astonishing force. The construction
will not impede normal flow as it is built a couple
of inches above the water level. It is built diagonally
to channel the stormwater into a “slow zone” of
rough vegetation bordered by living willow
revetments.
For these, inch diameter Salix Viminalis cuttings
were planted in a zig-zag around the boundary of
the area and woven together with the thinner rods.
The cuttings will take root and provide bankside
stabilisation, as well as acting as a natural barrier
slowing the flow of water back toward the stream.
The revetment was finished by weaving in more
brash, provided by Blackbark from their woodland
management work elsewhere in the valley.

Living willow
in grips

Wooden leaky dam

Living willow
revetments

River Stewardship
Slowing the flow...
The National Trust at Hardcastle Craggs have been looking at how they can ensure that
their management is done in a way that can aid the overall aim of improving flood
resilience. One issue is with how fast water travels from the head of the catchment to the
main valley - slow this down and it may be possible to reduce the risk of flooding lower
down the catchment. The photo opposite shows a leaky dam on a bank at the side of
the river that we know floods in extreme weather. The material is waste from tree felling
on the mill dam wall. It is pinned to the bank using wooden stakes, larger logs placed
on top will help to hold the thinner vegetation down. If water floods onto the bank it
will be slowed by the barrier and the resulting turbulence should slow the flow.

And Sometimes speeding it up!
Between Hebden Bridge and Mytholmroyd, the issue is not slowing the water down, but the need to
speed it up towards the flood plain at Brearley. Environment Agency modelling indicated that the simple
removal of invasive vegetation from the river banks could reduce the flood risk in the channel by
allowing the river to flow faster in times of high water levels.
Calder Future has taken this on board and has organised several practical activities to clear vegetation
on this stretch of the River Calder. The tasks have also proved useful in getting the message across
about invasive species and their effect on flooding in the area. They have had groups of volunteers
during the summer cutting the long grasses and other rank vegetation (such as mugwort and
willowherb), whilst preserving a corridor of bramble along the river walls to encourage wildlife. The main
focus of the volunteers, though, has been the invasive Himalayan balsam, which they have been busy
hand-pulling to prevent it from flowering. By removing the balsam, it has allowed operatives, from
CMBC Countryside Service and the Environment Agency, to do some trial injection of herbicide into the
stands of Japanese knotweed, which are a major problem along this part of the river.

Walkover - The Weirs of Hebden Water
Source partners met recently to look at one of the opportunities for working towards
the environmental objectives identified by the Environment Agency, in order to meet
the Water Framework Directive requirement that all water bodies should achieve
“good” status. The Agency's River Basin Catchment Management Plan maps ways we
can work towards or maintain “good” status for the Upper Calder operational
catchment and a consultation on the plan for 2016 to 2021 is currently under way.
Hebden Water was heavily modified during the Industrial Revolution and there are
several weirs which are obstacles to fish passage. This matters to salmon (when they
return to the Upper Calder!) and also to other species, including the brown trout,
which are already there. Obstacles in the river not only stop fish migrating to
reproduce, they also prevent fish re-populating stretches where pollution or extreme
weather have caused fish kills or spawning failures.
Each weir was visited and an assessment was recorded on an inspection sheet. Where
possible, we spoke to the owners and neighbours of each weir. Each of the five weirs was
capable of being improved at low to moderate cost. The solution for each weir was
different as they varied in design, condition, and location. There was scope to bring some
structures back into use and to combine this work with necessary maintenance or repair. In
one case the weir was failing and partial removal was an option. In others, removal was
likely to be impractical due to cost and the risk of disturbance of other old walls and
structures.
Next steps will include liaising with owners, checking for listed building status, conducting
feasibility studies for each weir, and obtaining the required consents. We will explore
complementary projects, either new or already planned including the restoration of the
river channel to improve fish habitat, manage flows, and prevent deterioration of bankside
structures.

River Monitoring
Calder and Colne Rivers Trust has obtained further
funding from the Coal Authority to extend the project
assessing the impact of minewater pollution on water
quality to include sampling on the streams on Carr and
Crag Moor. Invertebrate monitors were trained at Gibson
Mill, Hardcastle Crags in March and will begin sampling
in April under the guidance of Wal Soltys at Woodlands
View Education, Bacup Road.

The Coal Authority intends to pipe the polluted water
from Carr and Crag Moor to a pumped and passive
treatment site at Deerplay. Four sampling points on the
moor, plus one on the Calder at Lydgate, have been
identified which will enable the Trust to build up sufficient
data to assess the level of damage caused prior to the
planned minewater treatment. This will provide a basis
from which to measure the level of effectiveness after
minewater treatment is installed.

The existing minewater treatment project on Midgelden
Brook will be extended by the addition of a control
sampling site on Hebden Water. Details of invertebrate
life in the brook over the year can be found at
www.woodlandsvieweducation

End Word
The Source partnership brings expertise from a wide range of organisations. This includes
flood risk management, land management, ecology and river water quality and biology.

We are constantly learning about the catchment, through monitoring and talking to local
experts and keeping up to date with land management developments. Our partnership is
about working together to achieve multiple benefits. Restoring the landscape does not just
reduce flood risk through reduced runoff. Restored moorlands and newly planted woodlands
store carbon, provide invaluable habitat for a range of species and reduce the amount of
sediment running into rivers, thus improving water quality and the river habitat.
Charles Forman
This has been an exciting year in advances for Natural Flood Management (NFM). In
September, I attended CIWEM's NFM conference. Other NFM events have followed and are
planned including a site visit in April 2015 to the Environment Agency's scheme at Belford,
Northumberland. A recent parliamentary briefing noted:- 'An approach that employs a range
of natural flood management measures across a river catchment is likely to reduce the
probability of flooding and pressure on structural defences.'

Without funding from our partners, companies and organisations, we could not achieve our
objectives. We are pleased to be part of Defra's Flood Resilience Pathfinder initiative and we
are also grateful to SUMA Wholefoods and the Woodland Trust for providing funding for
landscape work. Finally, a big thank you to all of our volunteers, who make this work happen
and to all the landowners who offer sites.

Environment Agency Project
Manager for the Source Partnership

The SOURCE Partnership is currently developing its
work programme for 2016, and we are interested in
hearing from landowners who would consider offering sites
to help the Upper Calder Valley's flood resilience.
This could involve tree-planting, erosion control, moorland
restoration or other small-scale interventions.
Contact: treesponsibility@yahoo.co.uk 07847 815 926
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